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• Novel twin binary Burrows-Wheeler type transforms are introduced.
• The transforms are defined for Lyndon-like B-words which apply binary block order.
• We call this approach the B-BWT Rouen Transform.
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• Preliminary experimental results indicate potential value of binary transforms.
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Abstract
We introduce bijective Burrows-Wheeler type transforms for binary strings 1.
The original method by Burrows and Wheeler [BW94] is based on lexicographic
order for general alphabets, and the transform is deﬁned to be the last column
of the ordered BWT matrix. This new approach applies binary block order, B-
order, which yields not one, but twin transforms: one based on Lyndon words,
the other on a repetition of Lyndon words. These binary B-BWT transforms
are constructed here for B-words, analogous structures to Lyndon words. A
key computation in the transforms is the application of a linear-time suﬃx-
sorting technique, such as [KA03, KS03, KSB06, NZC09], to sort the cyclic
rotations of a binary input string into their B-order. Moreover, like the original
lexicographic transform, we show that computing the B-BWT inverses is also
achieved in linear time by using straightforward combinatorial arguments.
Keywords: algorithm, bijective, binary alphabet, block order,
Burrows-Wheeler Transform, B-word, data clustering, inverse transform,
lexicographic order, linear, Lyndon word, string, suﬃx array, suﬃx-sorting,
word
1. Introduction
The Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) is a well-studied and useful text
transformation scheme which was introduced by Burrows and Wheeler in 1994
[BW94]. The transform is constructed by arranging all cyclic rotations, or
conjugates, of a string into a matrix in lexicographic order and extracting the
rightmost column – hence a permutation of the input. Notably the transform
 This paper is in honour of eminent stringologist Professor Bill Smyth: our colleague,
friend and fellow life traveller. Bill is an inspiration to us all!
1These twin transforms originated in problem solving sessions of the Rouen 2012 String-
Masters workshop, hence the name Rouen Transform.
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has the property that it tends to cluster occurrences of the same letter in the
input string into repetitions (runs), and moreover, that it is reversible. Due
to this data-clustering property, the Burrows-Wheeler Transform ﬁnds wide-
ranging applications in: preprocessing for data compression (it is also called
block-sorting compression) and it is core to the bzip2 family of text compressors;
bioinformatics and sequence processing [BCRS13, MRRS05]; and text indexing
[FM00] – indeed the versatility of the transform is increasing to include, for
instance, multimedia information retrieval [ABM08].
During the last decade, further research into the combinatorial properties
of the BWT has led to related observations and eﬃcient time and space imple-
mentations, including [CDP05, CGKL13, Ka¨r07, KKP12, SLLM09], along with
a range of bijective variants such as the sort transform [GS12, Kuf09].
In this paper we continue more recent research into Burrows-Wheeler type
transforms based on non-lexicographic orders, thus contributing towards a tax-
onomy of BWT-type transforms. In [DS14] the V -BWT transform is con-
structed which is derived from V -order on an arbitrary alphabet; in [DW14] the
D-BWT degenerate transform is introduced for indeterminate strings, namely
strings of subsets of an alphabet. We propose here the binary B-BWT Rouen
Transform, based on binary block B-order, to achieve text transformations for
binary strings: preliminary experiments indicate potential gains of the binary
Rouen Transform over the original lexicographic BWT, encouraging further
practical research.
Space saving techniques with the classic BWT have been achieved by ﬁrst
factoring the input string into Lyndon words in linear time [CFL58, Day11,
Duv83, Lot83, Smy03]. Similarly, in Algorithm 1, we eﬃciently factor the input
string into B-words, namely analogues of Lyndon words deﬁned using B-order
[DD96, DD03] – we achieve transforms here for the case of B-words.
To sort the rotations of a binary string into a BWT matrix in B-order, we
will apply a linear-time suﬃx-sorting algorithm, such as that of Ka¨rkka¨inen and
Sanders [KS03], Ka¨rkka¨inen, Sanders and Burkhardt [KSB06], Ko and Aluru
[KA03], or Nong, Zhang, and Chan [NZC09].
To our knowledge these are the ﬁrst Burrows-Wheeler type transforms de-
ﬁned speciﬁcally for a binary alphabet; furthermore, the ordering technique
applied, B-order, is based on blocks or runs of bits, and so is itself tuned to
clustering – see Deﬁnition 2.1. However, it is interesting to note that the con-
cept of modifying order was proposed in [CT98], soon after the transform was
ﬁrst introduced. In particular, they showed that re-ordering the characters of
the alphabet provides superior compression than using their original order: the
main diﬀerence with the original order is the grouping of the vowels at the
beginning of the alphabet. Further, the gain for this alphabet re-ordering al-
gorithm (with respect to the original order) for a BWT-based compressor was
later shown in [AT05].
1.1. Notation
We introduce some standard notation; for further automata and stringology
terminology, theory, algorithms and data structures see [CHL07, Smy03].
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A string, or equivalently word, is a sequence of elements, letters or symbols
over a set Σ, an alphabet. Throughout this paper the given alphabet is assumed
to be binary, Σ = {0, 1}, and the binary elements are bits; the binary strings
may be encoded as integers thus inducing the alphabet Σ′ = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. All
strings are written in mathbold: x, w, and so on; ε denotes the empty string.
Let x be the binary string x = x[1 . . . n] = x1x2 . . . xn, where each xi ∈
{0, 1}, and the length |x| = n. Hence the i-th symbol of a string x is denoted
by x[i], or simply xi. We denote by x[i . . . j], or xi . . . xj , the substring of x
that starts at position i and ends at position j. A string w is a substring, or
factor, of x if x = uwv, where u, v ∈ Σ∗; speciﬁcally, a string w = w1 . . . wm
is a substring of x = x1 . . . xn if w1 . . . wm = xi . . . xi+m−1 for some i. Words
x[1 . . . i] are called preﬁxes of x, and words x[i . . . n] are called suﬃxes of x.
The preﬁx u (respectively suﬃx v) is a proper preﬁx (suﬃx) of a word x = uv
if x = u ( = v).
If we can write x = uv = wu for some nonempty u, then we say that
x has border u; if no such u exists, then x is said to be border-free (or
unbordered). If x = uk for some nonempty u and some integer k > 1, we say
that x is a repetition with seed u; otherwise, we say that x is primitive. If
a string x = uv, then vu is said to be a rotation (cyclic shift) or conjugate
of x.
The subject of this paper requires careful study of rotations of strings with
associated notation. For a binary string x, we let x+, x+0 , x
+
1 each denote a
clockwise rotation of (any) one bit, a 0 bit, and a 1 bit respectively. Likewise,
let x−, x−0 , x
−
1 denote an anti-clockwise rotation of (any) one bit, a 0 bit, and
a 1 bit respectively. For sequences of bit rotations, let (x+)k denote k clockwise
rotations, and similarly for (x−0 )
k and so on. For instance, if x = 1010010, then
x+ = 0100101 and x− = 0101001; further, since it is known that the rightmost
bit of x is 0, then we can apply x−0 , giving x
−
0 = x
− = 0101001. Unless speciﬁed
otherwise, a rotation will be assumed to be anti-clockwise.
We now identify four disjoint sets of rotations of x which arise in the B-BWT
binary transform algorithms:
• Ru0 - unbordered rotations commencing with 0 and ending with 1
• Ru1 - unbordered rotations commencing with 1 and ending with 0
• Rb0 - bordered rotations commencing with 0 and ending with 0
• Rb1 - bordered rotations commencing with 1 and ending with 1.
Note that with our focus on rotating single bits, we use a weak form of border-
free here: for instance, if only the ﬁrst and last bits are known, the string
001 . . . 001 would be considered border-free.
We may encode a non-empty binary string x as the string of integers xˆ =
Z0N1Z1N2Z2 . . . NrZr, where Z0 is the number of 0’s at the start of x, then
N1 is the number of following 1’s, and so on. For example, if x = 0111001111
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then r = 2 and xˆ = 13240. In general Z0, Zr ≥ 0 but N1, Z1, . . . , Nr ≥ 1.
Given an encoding xˆ = Z0N1Z1N2Z2 . . . NrZr, let Nˆ(x) = Nˆ = N1N2 . . . Nr,
and similarly Zˆ(x) = Zˆ = Z0Z1Z2 . . . Zr. Notation such as Ni(x) (respectively
Zi(x)) would indicate the ith N (respectively Z) value of an encoded string xˆ.
The maximal substrings 0Zi and 1Nj of x are called blocks, or in stringology
they are usually called runs; the terminology N block (Z block) will mean a
block of 1’s (0’s).
Given the encoding xˆ = Z0N1Z1N2Z2 . . . NrZr of a border-free string x, if
a rotation(s) of x causes x to become bordered, that is by rotating the bits
of a preﬁx/suﬃx of a block, then that block becomes a split block (other-
wise a non-split or complete block); for instance, if x = 010010111, where
xˆ = Z0N1Z1N2Z2N3Z3 = 1121130, then (x
−
1 )
2 = 110100101 and the block
associated with N3 = 3 has become a split block. We call maximal substrings
in x of the form 1Ni0Zi a block pair.
Let the weight ωx of a binary string x be the total number of 1’s in x, that
is, ωx = x1 + x2 + · · · + xn; thus all rotations in the set of cyclic rotations, or
conjugates, of x have the same weight ω.
This paper is also concerned with methods for totally ordering strings. If
a string x is less than a string y in lexorder (lexicographic order), we write
x < y and y > x. The next section discusses a binary string ordering technique.
2. Binary Block Order (B-order)
We start with the basic deﬁnitions and computational issues for working
with B-order in Section 2.1, followed by some combinatorial results in Section
2.2 which will be applied when computing a transform and inverse.
2.1. Block Order Preliminaries
We introduce here the method for totally ordering binary strings which will
be used in Sections 3 & 4 for constructing the B-BWT matrices followed by
extracting the transforms.
Deﬁnition 2.1. [DD96] B-order(Block total order ) of words of length n.
Given x = x1x2 . . . xn with encoding xˆ = Z0N1Z1N2Z2 . . . NrZr and y =
y1y2 . . . yn with encoding yˆ = Z
′
0N
′
1Z
′
1N
′
2Z
′
2 . . . N
′
sZ
′
s, where each xi, yj ∈ {0, 1}
and |y| = |x|, then x  y if
(i) ωx < ωy, or
(ii) ωx = ωy and there is a least i in 1 ≤ i ≤ min{r, s} with Ni = N ′i and then
Ni > N
′
i , or
(iii) ωx = ωy and r = s and Ni = N
′
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and there is a least j in
0 ≤ j < r with Zj = Z ′j and then Zj < Z
′
j.
That is, in B-order, strings are ordered ﬁrst by weight, then by lexorder on
the sizes of blocks of 1’s (over the alphabet {1 > 2 > 3 > · · · }) and ﬁnally by
lexorder on the sizes of blocks of 0’s (over the alphabet {0 < 1 < 2 < 3 < · · · }).
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We will describe sorting using this ordering technique as B-sorting or B-
ordering strings.
A primitive operation is the comparison of two strings x,y in B-order. This
can be achieved by straightforward bit comparisons; similarly, following the
linear computation of xˆ, yˆ, for instance by Run Length Encoding, applying
linear lexordering to the weights ω, the Nˆ values and the Zˆ values as necessary,
we get:
Claim 2.2. The comparison of two strings x, y in B-order, that is to determine
x  y, can be achieved in linear time.
In this paper we will demonstrate twin transforms for the case of B-words
which are deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 2.3. [DD03] A binary primitive string x is a B-word if it is the
unique minimum in B-order among the cyclic rotations of x.
Hence B-words are analogues of Lyndon words – speciﬁed as lexicographi-
cally least in their set of conjugates [CFL58, Lot83] – while deﬁned with B-order
rather than the original lexorder; another analogue of Lyndon words, deﬁned
with V -order, is given in [DD03, DS14].
Example 2.4. Consider the cyclic rotations of the string 110100.
In B-order: 110100  011010  001101  100110  010011  101001.
Therefore the given string 110100 is a B-word.
Furthermore: 0, 1, and strings (block pairs) of the form 1j0k with j, k > 0 are
B-words; any other string x which is a B-word is in the set Ru1 with Z0(x) = 0.
Note that B-words share similar properties to Lyndon words such as being
primitive, border-free and must start with the largest N value; hence we denote
N1 as max. We now give a characterization:
So let x = x1x2 . . . xn ∈ Ru1 be a B-word; then xˆ = Z0N1Z1N2Z2 . . . NrZr
with Z0(x) = 0. If Nˆ(x) = (N1 . . . Np)
k then let ζ(x) = ζ1ζ2 . . . ζk with ζi =
Z(i−1)p+1Z(i−1)p+2 . . . Z(i−1)p+p. Notation such as ζi(x) would indicate the ith
ζ value of an encoded string xˆ.
Theorem 2.5. A string x ∈ Ru1 is a B-word if and only if either Nˆ(x) forms a
Lyndon word over the alphabet {1 > 2 > 3 > · · · }, or, Nˆ(x) forms a repetition
of a Lyndon word over the alphabet {1 > 2 > 3 > · · · } and ζ(x) forms a Lyndon
word over the alphabet {1p < 1p−12 < 1p−13 < · · · }.
Proof. (⇒) Suppose ﬁrst that x is a B-word. Then Deﬁnition 2.1 ensures that
Nˆ(x) is either a Lyndon word over {1 > 2 > 3 > · · · } (ii) or a repetition of
Lyndon words over the alphabet {1 > 2 > 3 > · · · }.
Consider the case that Nˆ(x) is a repetition of Lyndon words over {1 >
2 > 3 > · · · }. If ζ(x) does not form a Lyndon word over the alphabet {1p <
1p−12 < 1p−13 < · · · } then there exists a rotation r of x such that ζ(r)  ζ(x)
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which contradicts Deﬁnition 2.3 stating that x is strictly smaller than all of its
rotations.
(⇐) Suppose now that Nˆ(x) and ζ(x) satisfy either of the stated Lyndon
properties for a string x ∈ Ru1 . Then by Deﬁnition 2.1, x must precede any of
its rotations in B-order, including those with split blocks, and hence forms a
B-word. 
Example 2.6. Let x = 11101001110010 then Nˆ(x) = 3131 = (31)2, Zˆ(x) =
01221, ζ(x) = 12 · 21 with ζ1(x) = 12 < 21 = ζ2(x): Nˆ(x) is a repetition of
Lyndon words and ζ(x) is a Lyndon word over their respective alphabets thus
x is a B-word. Now let x′ = 11100101110100 which is a conjugate of x then
Nˆ(x′) = 3131 = (31)2, Zˆ(x′) = 02112, ζ(x′) = 21 · 12 with ζ1(x′) = 21 > 12 =
ζ2(x
′): Nˆ(x′) is a repetition of Lyndon words but ζ(x′) is not a Lyndon word
over their respective alphabets thus x′ is not a B-word. Note that the border-
free property of the Lyndon word ζ(x) is given by the words ζi and not their
individual letters.
We will refer to the ﬁrst case in Theorem 2.5 as type primitive B-words,
B-prim, and the second as type repetition B-words, B-rep – these two types
of words yield two diﬀerent methods for computing and inverting transforms to
recover the input.
We will require all B-ordered rotations of a string for computing a transform,
illustrated by:
Example 2.7. Consider the B-BWT matrix Mx of cyclic rotations for x =
110110010, ordered into block order, giving MBx :
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
In this example with x a B-prim, we have Nˆ(x) = 221, a Lyndon word (using
> rather than the usual <); hence, by Deﬁnition 2.1(ii), all rotations with non-
split N blocks occur after x in Mx. Again by Deﬁnition 2.1(ii), rotations in
Mx with split N blocks will also occur after x. Note that Zˆ(x) = 0121 is not
then required to be a Lyndon word (although it is using <), since the B-word
criteria of x is guaranteed here by the Lyndon property of Nˆ .
Note that to test if a string x which starts with 1 is a B-word, by Lyndon
properties, we need only look at rotations of x in the set Ru1 , as any rotation
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starting with a Z = 0 block has a preﬁx of 0’s of length greater than the required
Z0(x) = 0, satisfying Deﬁnition 2.1(iii). Similarly, for rotations of x in the set
Rb1 which arise from split N blocks, Deﬁnition 2.1(ii) applies.
Furthermore, we can factor an arbitrary binary string x of length n bits into
B-words in linear time using a modiﬁcation of Duval’s O(n) Lyndon decomposi-
tion algorithm [Duv83, Day11]: ﬁrst compute xˆ in linear time using Run Length
Encoding; then, in tandem, factor the N ’s into Lyndon words using >, while
for any detected repetitions of Lyndon words, factor the Z components into
Lyndon words using <, taking the B-words to be those factors with maximal
length – see Algorithm 1. So, without incurring any computational ineﬃciency,
we will assume that the input to the transform is a B-word.
Algorithm 1 Factor a binary string x into B-words in O(n)-time.
procedure Compute-BF(x)
F ← ∅;
Compute xˆ = Z0N1Z1N2Z2 . . . NrZr;
 compute the xˆ encoding using Run Length Encoding
Compute NLF (N1N2 . . . Nr) = n1n2 · · ·ns;
 compute the Lyndon factorization of N components using >
for each repetition (np = np+1 = · · · = nq) detected during factoring do
Compute ζLF (np = np+1 = · · · = nq) = θ1θ2 · · ·θt;
 compute Lyndon factorization of Z components corresponding
 to (np = · · · = nq) using <
for i ← 1 to t do
add end index of θi to F
end for
end for
return F
end procedure
Note that due to the maximality property of the Lyndon factorization, the
factorization into B-words will likewise be maximal and thus unique. To for-
malize this, we apply the following lemma with the terminology: an UMFF is
a unique maximal factorization family FF, where an FF is a subset W ⊆ Σ+
which permits, for every nonempty string x on Σ, a factorization of x over W.
Lemma 2.8. (The xyz Lemma [DD03]). An FF W is an UMFF if and only
if whenever xy,yz ∈ W for some nonempty y, then xyz ∈ W.
Lemma 2.9. The set of B-words forms an UMFF.
Proof. Let x,y, z be three non-empty words on Σ such that xy and yz are
B-words. We will use the fact that Lyndon words form an UMFF [CFL58,
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DD03, Day11] and therefore satisfy Lemma 2.8. Since B-words must start with
a 1, we have xy[1] = yz[1] = 1 and therefore the overlap y[1] = 1. We proceed
to consider four cases arising from Theorem 2.5, and we assume x and z are
nonempty for otherwise it is trivial. We will also use the result that a word is a
Lyndon word if and only if it is lexicographically less than any of its nonempty
proper suﬃxes [Duv83, Smy03]; additionally, if u, v are Lyndon words then uv
or vu is a Lyndon word.
i. Nˆ(xy) and Nˆ(yz) form Lyndon words over {1 > 2 > 3 > · · · }. Since Lyndon
words form an UMFF, Nˆ(xyz) is a Lyndon word over {1 > 2 > 3 > · · · }.
ii. Nˆ(xy) and Nˆ(yz) form repetitions of Lyndon words over {1 > 2 > 3 > · · · },
and Zˆ(xy) and Zˆ(yz) form Lyndon words over {0 < 1 < 2 < 3 < · · · }.
Suppose that Nˆ(xy) = np and Nˆ(xyz) = nq, where p < q, then ζ(xyz)
is a Lyndon word over the alphabet {1|n| < 1|n|−12 < 1|n|−13 < · · · }.
Otherwise, Nˆ(xyz) is not a repetition, and consider the seed n of Nˆ(xy)
and the seed m of Nˆ(yz) = mr. Let i > 1 be the index such that
Nˆ(y)[1] = Nˆ(xy)[i]; then there are two cases for the overlap Nˆ(y).
If i indexes the start of some n in np then, by the maximality of Lyndon
words, m cannot be shorter than n. If m is the same length as n, then
Nˆ(xyz) forms a repetition as above; otherwise the suﬃx of Nˆ(xy) starting
at i is a proper preﬁx of m and Nˆ(xyz) is a Lyndon word over {1 > 2 >
3 > · · · }.
If on the other hand a preﬁx Nˆ(v) of Nˆ(y) is a proper suﬃx of some n,
then, since Nˆ(n) < Nˆ(v), it must be the pth n. Writing n = uv, and ap-
plying Lemma 2.8 with nonempty overlap Nˆ(v), we have Nˆ(um) is a Lyn-
don word over{1 > 2 > 3 > · · · } with preﬁx n, and likewise Nˆ(np−1um)
and Nˆ(np−1umr). Therefore Nˆ(xyz) forms a Lyndon word as required.
iii. Nˆ(xy) satisﬁes Case [i] and Nˆ(yz) satisﬁes Case [ii].
Let Nˆ(y) = m1m2 . . .ms[1 . . . t], where m1 = m2 = · · · = ms = m and
s < r, t ≤ |m| or s ≤ r, t < |m|. If t = |m|, then since m is a suﬃx
of Nˆ(xy) we have Nˆ(xy) < Nˆ(m), and it follows that Nˆ(xymr−s) is a
Lyndon word. If t < |m|, then write m = uv where u = ms[1 . . . t] and
v = ms[t+1 . . . |m|]. Applying Lemma 2.8 with nonempty overlap Nˆ(u),
we have that Nˆ(xyv) is a Lyndon word with suﬃx Nˆ(m). Furthermore,
Nˆ(xyvmr−s) is a Lyndon word. In either case Nˆ(xyz) forms a Lyndon
word over {1 > 2 > 3 > · · · }.
iv. Nˆ(xy) satisﬁes Case [ii] and Nˆ(yz) satisﬁes Case [i]. Consider the preﬁx of
Nˆ(yz) which overlaps the ith repetition ni = n in Nˆ(xy) with minimal
i, that is Nˆ(yz)[1 . . . Nˆ(xy)[i|n|] = Nˆ(xy)[d . . . e] = v. So we can write
ni = uv, v = ε.
If d indexes the start of the repetition ni, that is d = (i− 1)|n|+ 1, then
the Lyndon word Nˆ(yz) has preﬁx Nˆ(ni) and so Nˆ(n
i−1yz) is also a
Lyndon word.
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Otherwise, d does not index the start of ni. Since Nˆ(ni) and Nˆ(yz) are
both Lyndon words with nonempty overlap Nˆ(v), then Lemma 2.8 applies,
and Nˆ(uyz) is a Lyndon word with preﬁx Nˆ(ni). As above Nˆ(n
i−1uyz)
is also a Lyndon word.
In either case Nˆ(xyz) forms a Lyndon word over {1 > 2 > 3 > · · · }.
We conclude that the set of B-words satisﬁes the xyz Lemma and hence forms
an UMFF. 
For further results, examples and discussion on B-words, see [DD96, DD03].
2.2. Combinatorics of Rotations in B-order
Analogously to the classic lexorder BWT [BW94], the method for a binary
block order transform, B-BWT, is speciﬁed as: order the conjugates of an input
string x of length n into B-order, giving the n × n B-BWT matrix M ; the
transform T is then deﬁned to be the last right-hand column of the matrix
M , that is M [i, n] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n – in Example 2.7 the B-BWT transform is
T = 010100111. The particular cases considered here are where x is assumed to
be a B-word of either type; hence we work with Deﬁnition 2.1(ii) & (iii) (part
(i) does not apply to cyclic rotations).
From Deﬁnition 2.1(ii), we see that the sizes of the left-most N1 components
of rows in M are decreasing. This partitions M into groups Gt, Gt−1, . . . , G1
of rows where group Gi is all rows where the ﬁrst occurrence of a block of 1’s is
of size i, N1(x) ≥ i ≥ 1. Hence in Example 2.7, M has groups: G2, rows 1 - 4;
and G1, rows 5 - 9.
We proceed to establish some new results for B-words, ﬁrst for primitive
then general and ﬁnally type repetition, which although fairly simple, help to
unravel patterns in the maze of bits which lead to the transforms and inverses.
The next lemma shows that rotations of the Z suﬃxes of B-prim words
which end with 0 can just be inserted directly into the matrix M .
Lemma 2.10. Let the binary string r be a row in the B-BWT matrix M of
a B-prim word with rˆ = Z0N1Z1N2Z2 . . . NrZr and 0 < Zr = k. Then r 
(r−)1  · · ·  (r−)k in M ; furthermore, these rotations are consecutive in M .
Proof. Deﬁnition 2.1(ii) shows that rows in M with the same N values will
be consecutive in M . Rotating a 0 suﬃx bit leaves the N values of a string
unchanged but increments the Z0 component - hence Deﬁnition 2.1(iii) applies.

Corollary 2.11. Let r be as in Lemma 2.10. Then the sequence of rotations
r, (r−)1, . . . , (r−)k corresponds to a substring of the form 0k in the transform
T .
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That is, each Z block in a given B-prim word x will correspond to a Z suﬃx
of some row in M , which by the subsequent rotations, will give a run of 0k in
the transform T – a key insight for computing the inverse of the transform.
The N blocks of unit size, which form group G1, also have particular im-
portance for initiating the inverse transforms; the next corollary addresses the
formation of this group.
Corollary 2.12. Following the rotation of a complete Z block suﬃx in (either
type) M , rotating the next adjacent 1 bit gives a row in group G1 of M .
Hence rotating the right-most bit of any N block (of any size) in the input
string x generates a rotation in group G1. We also observe that in any row of
the matrix M , at most one block of either type N or Z can be split, thus giving
a bordered row in Rb1 or Rb0 respectively.
The following lemma will be applied later to show that, given a partial B-
BWT matrix of a B-prim word derived from a suﬃx array, the full B-BWT
matrix can be readily constructed.
Lemma 2.13. Let ri, rj be two rows in a B-BWT matrix M with ri  rj .
Suppose that ri[n] = rj [n], and also that these rows do not satisfy ri[1] = 0 and
rj [1] = 1. Then ri
−  rj−.
Proof. Since the strings ri, rj are conjugates, they cannot diﬀer only on their
right-hand blocks of bits, and so the ordering of ri and rj is determined prior
to the last blocks. Consider the cases for the ﬁrst bits:
• ri[1] = rj [1]. Then clearly Deﬁnition 2.1(ii) & (iii) apply to each of the
eight cases (start 0 or 1; end 0 or 1; diﬀer on 0’s or 1’s) as appropriate,
giving ri
−  rj−.
• ri[1] = 1 and rj [1] = 0. If ri[n] = rj [n] = 1, then N1((ri)−1 ) >
N1((rj)
−
1 ) = 1, and so by Deﬁnition 2.1(ii), ri
−  rj−. Otherwise
ri[n] = rj [n] = 0, whereby 1 = Z0((ri)
−
0 ) < Z0((rj)
−
0 ), and so either the
order of ri
− and rj− is determined by the N components which haven’t
changed, or the order is determined by Deﬁnition 2.1(iii), and in either
case ri
−  rj−.

In other words, if two strings in the matrix both end with either 0 or 1,
but do not start with 0 and 1 respectively, then the B-order of the strings is
maintained when rotating those last bits - note that this does not apply to the
case of diﬀerent end bits. In particular, this lemma leads the way to applying
existing knowledge on the order of strings to the ordering of their rotations.
The Last First mapping for the classic Burrows Wheeler transform utilizes
the fact that the relative positions of letters correspond in the ﬁrst and last
columns in the BWT matrix – hence it is applied for recovering a string from
the computed transform. Lemma 2.13 shows that this correspondence is not
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the case with binary bits: see Example 2.7 where the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th
1 bits in the Last column map to the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 1st and 2nd 1 bits in the
First column respectively. Hence we distinguish between matching suﬃx block
pairs of the form 10i with i > 0 and with i = 0 in the mapping in Section 3.4.
Lemma 2.14. Suppose that the binary strings u = 1 . . . 10i and v = 1 . . . 10j
where u  v are conjugates of one B-prim word. If i, j > 0 or i, j = 0, then
(u−)i+1  (v−)j+1.
Proof. Consider the two cases.
Case i, j > 0. Let uˆ = N1Z1N2Z2 . . . NrZr and vˆ = N
′
1Z
′
1N
′
2Z
′
2 . . . N
′
sZ
′
s. Since
u, v are unbordered conjugates of a Lyndon word, then Deﬁnition 2.1(iii)
cannot apply; furthermore, r = s. Then Nˆ(u) = Nˆ(v) and by Deﬁnition
2.1(ii) some Nt > N
′
t . Further, since u, v are conjugates with the same
weight, they cannot diﬀer only on the last Nr, N
′
s pair. So assume t < r,
and then the order of u or v is not changed by the rotations of the respec-
tive suﬃxes 10i and 10j . In this case, rotations of suﬃxes always map to
group G1 - taking you down the matrix.
Case i, j = 0. Here u,v ∈ Rb1, and let uˆ = N1Z1N2Z2 . . . Nr+1 and vˆ =
N ′1Z
′
1N
′
2Z
′
2 . . . N
′
s+1; then r+1 = s+1. Suppose Deﬁnition 2.1(iii) applies,
then N1 +Nr+1 = N
′
1 +N
′
s+1 and Nq = N
′
q for 2 ≤ q ≤ r, contradicting
the primitive property of the B-prim word. Therefore Deﬁnition 2.1(ii)
applies as above. In this case, the rotation of a suﬃx bit always increments
the group size of each conjugate - taking you up the matrix, possibly to
diﬀerent groups.

Since Lemma 2.14 holds for all such u, v, then we see that the kth occurrence
of a suﬃx 10i in Last maps to the kth occurrence of 10i as a preﬁx in group
G1, and the kth occurrence of a row belonging to Rb1 in Gh maps to the kth
occurrence of the preﬁx 1h+1 in group Gh+1.
We conclude these observations on rotations with a result for the repetition
case of Theorem 2.5, which shows that rotations of B-rep words with the same
Nˆ encodings, arising from repetitions, are adjacent in the B-BWT matrix M .
Lemma 2.15. Suppose that the rotations ri, ri+1, . . . , ri+j of a B-rep word x
belong to the set Ru1 and satisfy Nˆ(ri) = Nˆ(ri+1) = · · · = Nˆ(ri+j). Then these
j+1 rows are consecutive in the B-BWT matrix M ; furthermore, the rotations
of their Z suﬃxes all immediately follow ri, ri+1, . . . , ri+j in the matrix M .
Proof. Suppose that the conjugate q of x has identical N components to ri,
that is Nˆ(q) = Nˆ(ri), and also that q has a non-empty Z preﬁx, so Z0(q) > 0.
Since the rotations ri, . . . , ri+j , which are generated by repetitions, all have
empty Z preﬁxes (Z0 = 0), then, by Deﬁnition 2.1(iii), these j + 1 rows must
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all precede q in M – the next conjugate adjacent to ri+j in M must have the
same Nˆ encoding and Z0 = 1, followed by those with Z0 ≥ 1 preﬁxes but all
with the same Nˆ encoding. Suppose now that q has distinct N components to
ri, that is Nˆ(q) = Nˆ(ri). Then by Deﬁnition 2.1(ii), q either precedes ri, or
comes after ri, . . . , ri+j and all the rotations of their Z suﬃxes. 
We are now ready to introduce the binary block order Burrows-Wheeler type
transforms. For B-prim words, the transform is presented in Section 3, followed
by the computation of its inverse in Section 3.1; for B-rep words, the transform
is given in Section 4 and the inverse in Section 4.1.
3. The B-BWT Binary Transform - Primitive Case
The key computation in the B-BWT transform is the B-ordering of all cyclic
rotations of an input x to obtain the B-BWT matrix M – the transform T is
then readily extracted from the right-hand column of M . For the B-sorting we
apply a linear time and space suﬃx array construction for sorting string suﬃxes
and hence conjugates – we will basically apply such a method as a “black box”;
for details the interested reader is referred to Ka¨rkka¨inen and Sanders [KS03],
Ko and Aluru [KA03], or Nong, Zhang and Chan [NZC09].
These suﬃx array techniques apply lexorder to compare string suﬃxes which
can be readily adapted to binary B-order comparison – Claim 2.2 shows that the
linear complexity is maintained. Note that for the modiﬁcation for the B-order
suﬃx array, the suﬃxes relate to conjugates which all have the same weight ω,
therefore part (i) of Deﬁnition 2.1 can be ignored and parts (ii) & (iii) adapted
and applied as follows. Suppose that u and v are nonempty suﬃxes such that
|u| < |v|. If some Nˆi(u) = Nˆi(v), then the order is determined by the two Ni
values according to Deﬁnition 2.1(ii). If Nˆ(u) = Nˆ(v) = ε, then Zˆ0(u) = Zˆ0(v),
and the order is determined according to Deﬁnition 2.1(iii). If Nˆ(u) is empty,
then u is a single Z block, and so we append 1N1(x) as a suﬃx to u; similarly
for Nˆ(v). For cases when Nˆ(u) is a proper preﬁx of Nˆ(v) we apply:
Lemma 3.1. Let b and bd be distinct nonempty proper suﬃxes of a B-prim
word x, where b starts with a suﬃx of the jth N block corresponding to Nˆj(x),
and bd starts with a suﬃx of the ith N block corresponding to Nˆi(x), i < j.
With x = ab = cbd, where a, b, c, d = ε, then the conjugates ba and bdc of x
satisfy ba  bdc.
Proof. Note that since Nˆ(x) is a Lyndon word, and hence border-free, then
Nˆ(b) cannot also be a preﬁx of Nˆ(x). Further, |Nˆ1(bd)| ≤ |Nˆi(x)| and |Nˆ1(b)| ≤
|Nˆj(x)|.
Consider B-ordering the conjugates ba and bdc by ﬁrst applying lexorder
(with >) to Nˆ(ba) and Nˆ(bdc). Since the preﬁxes of the conjugates are both
b, and c = ε, then |a| = |dc| and |a| > |d|. From the Lyndon properties of
Nˆ(x) we have Nˆ(x)  Nˆ(d), but since Nˆ(x) is border-free Nˆ(d) is not a preﬁx
of Nˆ(a). Hence, by minimality of x, Nˆ(a)[h] > Nˆ(d)[h] for some 1 ≤ h ≤ |d|,
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and therefore the order is not changed by appending c to d; we conclude that
ba  bdc. 
Hence, although suﬃxes relating to conjugates may not have the same length,
we can order them similarly to lexorder by using their integer Nˆ and Zˆ values
– intermediary values relating to split blocks can be recorded during a right-to-
left Run Length Encoding scan. Depending on the implementation, the B-order
suﬃx array can be constructed just for the N values, and then the Z preﬁxes
and suﬃxes entered into M according to Lemma 2.10. Overall, by modifying
the ordering for a classic suﬃx array technique we get:
Claim 3.2. The B-BWT matrix M can be computed in time linear in the bit
length, n, of the input x.
Finally, the transform T is trivially extracted from M as M [i, n], 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Example 3.3. Consider the B-prim word x = 1110011001110101100 where
xˆ = 03222311122. Then the n×n matrix of B-sorted rotations is given by MBx :
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
The B-BWT transform is T = 021021010215013.
The following small example shows better clustering of bits with the B-BWT
compared to the classic transform with binary lexorder.
Example 3.4. Consider the B-prim word x = 110100010. Then the B-BWT
is 01031012 while the binary lexorder transform, with 0 < 1, is 101010102 (hence
021010101 with 1 < 0).
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3.1. The Inverse B-BWT - Primitive Case
In this section we establish that the B-BWT is bijective for B-prim words
by showing how to recover the B-word input losslessly from the transform.
We will assume that the given encodedB-prim word xˆ = N1Z1N2Z2 . . . NrZr
has r ≥ 2, for otherwise the inverse is trivial:
Lemma 3.5. The encoding of a B-prim word x is xˆ = N1Z1 if and only if the
last column T of the associated B-BWT matrix M has the form 0Z11N1 .
Proof. Given a B-prim word x such that xˆ = N1Z1, then applying Deﬁnition
2.1: the ﬁrst Z1 rows in M end with 0 due to rotations r of x of the form
r−0 , and the ordering of Zs using <; the following N1 rows end with 1 due to
rotations of the form r−1 , and the ordering of Ns using >.
Given a transform T = 0Z11N1 , then by Corollary 2.11 there is only one Z
block in x of length Z1. Since the B-word starts 1 and ends 0, then it must be
1N10Z1 , and hence type B-prim. 
3.2. Outline of the Inverse.
An outline of the steps for the B-BWT inversion algorithm is as follows:
• Assume that the input x to be recovered is a B-prim word, and hence in
the set Ru1 .
• The input for the inversion is the binary transform T : the last column of
bits of the B-BWT matrix M .
• Determine the number of block pairs in x from T – Algorithm 2.
• Find the start index of each group in M – Algorithm 3.
• Obtain the indexes for the changes in the values of the second N blocks,
N2, in M (since Nˆ(x) is primitive the N2 values cannot all be the same)
– Algorithm 4.
• Apply the N2 indexes to perform a Last First matching by using the given
transform T and block pairs to recover the input string – Algorithm 5.
3.3. Indexing for the Inverse
We now present the details of the inversion algorithm, separated into simple
procedures – hence we assume the variables are global as appropriate.
In order to index the matrix M , the transform is ﬁrst scanned to ﬁnd the
number of block pairs in the input string x: applying Corollary 2.11, the num-
ber of runs of 0’s in the transform gives the value of r in xˆ, that is the number
of block pairs in x.
Using the linear-time procedure Compute-BP, we next ﬁnd the start index
of each group in M : due to the splitting of N blocks there must be a group for
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Algorithm 2 Compute the number of block pairs in the input x from T .
procedure Compute-BP(T, n)
 scan T and calculate the number r of block pairs in x
i := 1;  initialize the transform index
blockpairs := 0;  initialize the number of block pairs
while i ≤ n do
while T [i] = 0 do
i := i+ 1;
end while
blockpairs := blockpairs+ 1;  apply Corollary 2.11
while i ≤ n and T [i] = 1 do
i := i+ 1;
end while
end while
return blockpairs
end procedure
each size 1, . . . , N1. From r = blockpairs, we obtain the number, t, of rows in
group G1 as follows. For each unbordered row ending Ni > 1, by rotating the
suﬃx bit of the block 1Ni , the block becomes a split block, and the rotation
will have the form 10 · · · 1Ni−1 and hence is in Rb1 and G1. For any Ni = 1, the
block will occur in x as a substring of the form · · · 0ji10ki · · · , then by Corollary
2.11, it is associated with the substring 0ki1 in the transform T ; the last row
related to this substring in T has the form 0ki · · · 0ji1. Hence t = r + ji for all
such i. Note that we can also ﬁll in the preﬁxes of 0’s for these rows in M .
Similarly, a rotation of each of the s bordered rows in G1 generates a row
in G2, and so we also have the number of blocks Ni where Ni = 2; accordingly,
there are s+ li rows in group G2, where li is the number of rotations associated
with each Ni block occurring in x as · · · 0li110mi · · · – and so the bootstrapping
continues until the ﬁrst left-hand column of Ns is completed (including Z pre-
ﬁxes where Z > 0). To summarize: after deducing the number of rows in group
G1 from the number of block pairs, the size of the next larger N value group
is obtained iteratively, moderated by the Z blocks, since their rotations do not
form rows in the neighbouring group – see Algorithm 3.
Observing that the algorithm performs a single pass through the transform,
with associated constant work for each bit in the transform, we get:
Claim 3.6. Procedure Compute-GI(T, n) runs in time linear in the bit length
of the transform.
In order to perform a Last First type mapping in Algorithm 5, we will need
information on the second column of 1’s in M , namely the index of each change
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Algorithm 3 Compute the index of each group in M from T .
procedure Compute-GI(T, n)
G[1 . . .];  declare an array list for group indexes in M
j := 1;  initialize the group index
G[j] := n;  initialize the index of the start of group G1
nonsplit := 0;  initialize number of non split blocks in each group
exp := 0;  initialize the exponent for a Z block
bool := false;  set ﬂag for non split blocks
 blockpairs is computed in Algorithm 2
while G[j] > 1 do  ﬁnd the indexes for group G1 up to group GN1
while G[j] > n− blockpairs− exp do
while G[j] > n− blockpairs− exp and T [G[j]] = 1 do  N suﬃx
G[j] := G[j]− 1
end while
while G[j] > n−blockpairs−exp−1 and T [G[j]] = 0 do  Z suﬃx
G[j] := G[j]− 1;
exp := exp+ 1;
bool := true
end while
if bool then nonsplit := nonsplit + 1; bool := false
end if
end while
n := G[j];  iterate through the groups
G[j] := G[j] + 1; j := j + 1;
G[j] := n;  initialize the index of the start of next group
blockpairs := blockpairs−nonsplit;  adjust for G1 (Corollary 2.12)
nonsplit := 0;
exp := 0
end while
max := j − 1;  max = N1 is used in Algorithms 4 and 5
return G[1 . . .]
end procedure
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in N2 value. The B-BWT matrix consists of groups Gi, with i > 1, and group
G1 – we use this partition to deduce the N2 column.
Procedure Compute-IndexN2 ﬁrst scans down the transform from Gmax
to G2 detecting Z suﬃxes - rotations of these suﬃxes generate rows in G1 by
Corollary 2.12; the relevant point is that for a Z block suﬃx of a row in group
Gi of the form 1
i . . . 10j , then j + 1 rotations yield a row in G1 with preﬁx
10j1i0 . . ., and so we know the N2 value i as it relates to a non-split block.
This process gives all entries in the array IndexN2 for G1. Using the partially
completed array IndexN2, the algorithm then sweeps back up the transform
incrementally deducing the entries for larger groups. Note that although we
compute a max × max array, the number of entries is less than n, hence an
O(n) method.
3.4. The Last First Mapping
We ﬁnally emulate the Last First mapping of the classic BWT in which the
ith occurrence of a letter in the last column is mapped to the ith occurrence of
that letter in the ﬁrst column; however, this property only holds for 0 bits in
the B-BWT matrix M (Lemma 2.10, Corollary 2.12, Lemma 2.13). Therefore,
using Lemma 2.14, we apply the property to a partition of M : unbordered and
bordered rows, both beginning with 1, which map to group G1 and groups Gi,
i > 1, respectively. The B-BWT Last First mapping thus rotates any suﬃxes
of 0’s until a 1 bit is reached, and then the preﬁx matching process is resumed,
where a preﬁx always starts with a 1 bit.
From the ﬁrst run 0j in the transform T and Corollary 2.11, we know that
the input B-word x ends 10j . From Algorithm 3 we know the value N1 = max
and so, since we assume r ≥ 2, the string formed by (x−)j+1 has the preﬁx
10j1N10, which, by Deﬁnition 2.1, must be the ﬁrst row, rotation r1 say, in
group G1. This forms the start of the Last First pattern matching process,
which proceeds as follows. Consider T [i] corresponding to r1: suppose T [i] = 1,
then by Deﬁnition 2.1, (r1)
− is the ﬁrst row in group G2 as it begins with the
preﬁx 110j1N10. Otherwise, T [i] = 0, and we perform (ri)
− repeatedly, that is
scan T , until we ﬁnd a 1 bit, and hence by Corollary 2.12 the ﬁnal rotation is
in group G1. The method oscillates through the groups until n bits have been
recovered, thus forming a cycle.
In order to implement the Last First mapping, we need the index of the next
row to obtain the preﬁx of the string being incrementally developed. If the next
row is in group Gi, then it will come after all rows in any groups with larger
i value. Furthermore, the next row will also come after any rows in Gi whose
preﬁxes have already been selected and concatenated to the evolving string. For
this we track the indexes of both N1, with the variable currG, and N2, with
prevG, for rows as we trace the cycle of rotations to reconstruct the input x.
In the implementation in Algorithm 5 we only visit each bit in the transform
once, with constant work for each step, hence:
Claim 3.7. Procedure Compute-LF(T, n) can be implemented in linear time.
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Algorithm 4 Compute indexes for the second column of 1’s, N2, in M from T .
procedure Compute-IndexN2(T, n)
IndexN2[max,max];  declare an array for N2 indexes of each group
 ﬁnd N2 indexes for group G1
runs := 0;  runs is the number of runs of 0’s in T for a group
IndexN2[1,max] := G[1];  max and G are computed in Algorithm 3
for i = max− 1 downto 1 do  i indexes groups
j = G[i+ 1]; bool := false;  j indexes rows in the current group
repeat
if T [j] = 0 then bool := true
else if bool then runs := runs+ 1; bool := false
end if
j := j + 1
until j = G[i]
h := IndexN2[1, i+ 1]; N := 0;  h indexes rows in group G1
repeat
if T [h] = 1 then N := N + 1
end if  N counts N suﬃxes
h := h+ 1
until N = runs
IndexN2[1, i] := h; runs := 0
end for  iterate from G1 to Gmax with each group bootstrapping the next
IndexN2[1, 0] := n+ 1;  set a dummy entry for the loop
last := G[1]− 1;  index of last row of current group
for i = 1 to max− 1 do
for j = 1 to max do
if last > 0 then
N := 0; bool := false;  k indexes rows in previous group
for k = IndexN2[i, j] to IndexN2[i, j − 1]− 1 do
if T [k] = 0 then bool := true
else if bool then bool := false
elseN := N + 1
end if
end for
Ng := 0;  Ng counts N suﬃxes in current group
while Ng < N do
if T [last] = 1 then Ng := Ng + 1; last := last− 1
end if
while T [last] = 0 do last := last− 1
end while
end while
IndexN2[i+ 1, j] := last+ 1
end if
end for
IndexN2[i+ 1, 0] := IndexN2[i,max];
end for
return IndexN2[max,max]
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Algorithm 5 Compute the Last First Mapping for a transform T .
procedure Compute-LF(T, n)
p := 10Zr ;  initialize the pattern for the matching process
 from scanning the ﬁrst run of 0’s in T
exp = 0;  initialize the exponent for a Z block
currG := 1;  size of current group
prevG := max;  size of previous group from Algorithm 3
while |p| < n do  iterate until n characters have been recovered
t := IndexN2[currG, prevG];  obtain index of current row in M from
 IndexN2 computed in Algorithm 4
if T [t] = 1 then  the last bit of the current rotation in M is 1
p := 1 ◦ p;  concatenate the suﬃx bit 1 to the start of p
IndexN2[currG, prevG] := IndexN2[currG, prevG] + 1;
 increment the N2 group row index
currG := currG+ 1  increment the group size
else  the last bit of the current rotation in M is 0
repeat exp := exp+ 1; t := t+ 1
until T [t] = 1
p := 10exp ◦ p;  concatenate a Z block to the start of p
IndexN2[currG, prevG] := IndexN2[currG, prevG] + exp+ 1;
 increment the N2 group row index
prevG := currG;
currG := 1;  the preﬁx 10exp indicates a rotation in group G1 (Corollary 2.12)
exp := 0  reset the exponent for a Z block
end if
end while
return LF (x)  the recovered input x is given by the pattern p
end procedure
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At each step of the inversion, a block pair 10i, i ≥ 0, is concatenated to the
evolving string and matched to the current least unselected preﬁx in M , hence:
Claim 3.8. Procedure Compute-LF(T, n) correctly recovers the input.
4. The B-BWT Binary Transform - Repetition Case
With reference to Theorem 2.5, we start with an example of a B-rep word
x: the encoding Nˆ(x) forms a repetition of Lyndon words over {1 > 2 > · · · }
while ζ(x) is a Lyndon word over the alphabet {1p < 1p−12 < 1p−13 < · · · }
(where p is the length of the repeated Lyndon word in Nˆ(x)).
Example 4.1. Consider the B-rep word x = 11101100111011000 where xˆ =
031223123, Nˆ(x) = (32)2 with exponent of repetition 2, and Zˆ(x) = 01213.
Then the n× n matrix of B-sorted rotations is given by MBx :
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
The B-BWT(x) = 05120218 with better clustering than the binary lexicographic
BWT(x) = 0212021402120112 (with 1 < 0).
Example 4.2.
[i] Consider the B-rep word x = 11101101110011000. Then the B-BWT(x) =
0311011102110117 with one higher exponent than the binary lexicographic BWT(x) =
0312011401120212 (with 1 < 0).
[ii] Consider the B-rep word x = 11101011100100. Then the B-BWT(x) =
031402110113 with better clustering than the binary lexicographic BWT(x) =
02120111011101120122 (with 1 < 0).
In general, for a B-rep word with repetition exponent k and s distinct N
components, the B-BWT matrix M partitions as follows (Zl,r denotes the Zr
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suﬃx of row l):
k rows in the set Ru1 of the form 1max · · · 0 [rows 1-2 above]
h+ k rows (possibly intermingled):
h rows in the set Rb0, where h =
(
k∑
l=1
Zl,r
)
− k [rows 3-5 above]
k rows in the set Ru0 of the form 0 · · · 1 [rows 6-7 above]
This structure is repeated for each group Gi with smaller N value, with the
addition of a part consisting of bordered rows arising from splitting blocks of
1’s with larger N values:
j rows in group Gi in the set Rb1,
where j = (max− i)k [rows 12-13 above for group Gi = G2]
With reference to Lemma 2.15, we will call a sub-matrix of M which consists
of k rows in Ru1 , having identical N components, along with their consecutive Z
rotations, an N-rep group – there are two N -rep groups in Example 4.1: rows
1-7 and 8-11. The repetition of N blocks gives the k rows in Ru1 at the start
of an N -rep group which yield a run of 0k in the transform T . Note, however,
that rotating Z suﬃxes doesn’t necessarily give a run of 0’s in the transform T
as in Section 2.2, hence we cannot easily determine the number of block pairs
here.
We proceed to brieﬂy outline the linear B-sorting technique for B-rep words
which gives the transform, followed by a description of the inversion method.
The B-sorting of all conjugates of a B-rep word is achieved in a similar way
to B-prim words in Section 3, namely extending the deﬁnition of B-order and
recording intermediate values during Run Length Encoding. So suppose again
that u and v are suﬃxes of an input x such that |u| < |v|. Then the cases
Nˆi(u) = Nˆi(v), Nˆ(u) = Nˆ(v) = ε, and empty Nˆ(u) or Nˆ(v) all follow as
before. However, if Nˆ(u) is a proper preﬁx of Nˆ(v), then due to the repetitions
of the N components, we need to order the suﬃxes using both the N and Z
values to determine the least – to do this, append the ﬁrst Lyndon seed of the
Nˆ(x) repetition together with the adjacent Zˆ(x) values to u.
4.1. The Inverse B-BWT - Repetition Case
Rather naturally, the case of B-rep words with ﬁxed repetition exponent
k, yields the same basic Last First mapping as for B-prim words but adjusted
according to Lemma 2.15.
There are three main steps to the inversion procedure:
1. Compute the array IndexRepN2 of indexes of the changes in N2 values –
we omit an algorithm for computing this array since it can be achieved
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similarly to Algorithm 4 as follows. Scan the transform and count the
number of N -rep groups: they each start with a 0 and end after k 1’s.
During the scan also count in multiples of k the other rows, not belonging
to N -rep groups, which are bordered and end with 1. Each N -rep group
starting with N > 1 contributes k bordered rows to group G1 - hence we
deduce the smallest N value of the N -rep groups. Similarly we deduce the
second smallestN value and repeat until we obtain the value ofN1 = max.
In Example 4.1, n = 17, k = 2 and T [11] is the end of the last N -rep group.
Given 6 bordered rows remaining, and 2 N -rep groups, we see that the
ﬁrst N -rep group is in group G3, and max = 3. The rotation of row 6 in
G3, shows that the ﬁrst row in G1, row 14, must have N2 = 3; and so on.
2. Determine the length of each Z suﬃx in the ﬁrst k unbordered rows of each
N -rep group – Algorithm 6.
3. Implement the Last First mapping which uses IndexRepN2 from Step 1,
and the array of suﬃx lengths determined in Step 2 as a look-up table –
Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 6 is a linear preprocessing step, bound by constant k times the
length of the longest Z suﬃx of each Lyndon seed; Algorithm 7 processes each
bit in the transform once with constant work:
Claim 4.3. Procedure Compute-LFrep(T,Z, k, n)) can be implemented in lin-
ear time.
The reasoning for correctness is similar to that in Claim 3.8, although the
Z suﬃx of a block pair is obtained from a look-up table, and the current least
unselected preﬁx is from k bordered or unbordered rows.
Claim 4.4. Procedure Compute-LFrep(T,Z, k, n)) correctly recovers the in-
put.
5. Bijectivity
To complete the theory on the new binary transforms, we will establish that
they are bijective, that is, if a string t = B-BWT(x) for an input B-word
x, which is speciﬁed to be type repetition or primitive, then the appropriate
inversion method applied to t correctly recovers x.
First we establish bijectivity for the repetition case for a given exponent
of repetition k, and since the primitive case follows similarly, we will see that
bijectivity holds for a ﬁxed value of k ≥ 1.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that u, v are both B-rep words with exponent of repeti-
tion k. If u = v then B-BWT(u) = B-BWT(v).
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Algorithm 6 Compute the Z suﬃxes for a transform T based on repetition.
procedure Compute-Zrep(T, k, n)
Z[1 . . . n];  declare an array initialized to 0
i := 1;  i indexes the transform
i′ := 1;  i′ is the start of an N -rep group
while i < n do
N := 0;  N tracks how many 1’s are detected
k′ := k;  k′ tracks how many 1’s are left to be detected
whileN < k do  ﬁnd length of the ﬁrst k Z suﬃxes in an N -rep group
 := i′;   indexes the array Z
for j = 1 to k′ do  process suﬃxes from right to left
while T[] is “marked” do  := + 1
end while
if T [i] = 0 then Z[] := Z[] + 1
else “mark” T[]; N := N + 1
end if
i := i+ 1;  := + 1
end for
k′ := k −N
end while
while T [i] = 1 do i := i+1  skip bordered rows not in N -rep groups
end while
i′ := i
end while
return Z
end procedure
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Algorithm 7 Compute the Last First Mapping for a transform T based on
repetition.
procedure Compute-LFrep(T,Z, k, n)
currG := 1;  size of current group
prevG := max;  size of previous group obtained from IndexRepN2
p := 10z;  initialize the pattern for the matching process;
 z is obtained from a linear scan of Z[1 . . . k],
 from Algorithm 6, giving the shortest suﬃx
while |p| < n do  iterate until n characters have been recovered
t := IndexRepN2[currG, prevG]
 obtain index of current group in array M from the array IndexRepN2
if T [t] = 1 then  the last bit of the current rotation in M is 1
p := 1 ◦ p;  concatenate the suﬃx bit 1 to the start of p
IndexRepN2[currG, prevG] := IndexRepN2[currG, prevG] + 1;
currG := currG+ 1  increment the group size
else  current rotation in M ends 0 and belongs to an N -rep group
if t = 1 then “add marker to start of p”  start of input x
end if
p := 10Z[t]◦p;  concatenate a Z block of size Z[t] to the start of p
IndexRepN2[currG, prevG] := IndexRepN2[currG, prevG] + 1
prevG := currG;
currG := 1  the preﬁx 10 indicates a rotation in group G1 (Corollary 2.12)
end if
end while
return LFrep(x)  the input x is given by the rotation of p starting with the marker
end procedure
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Proof. Suppose that B-BWT(u) = B-BWT(v) = t, then |u| = |v| = |t| = n.
Denote the B-BWT matrices of u, v as M(u) and M(v) respectively. Lemma
2.15 shows that the transform t partitions into substrings of two distinct types:
those whose elements are the suﬃxes of N -rep groups, and those whose elements
are the suﬃxes of bordered rotations formed from splitting N blocks.
Consider a substring s of t corresponding to an N -rep group, which we
assume forms rows i to j in M(u) – the ﬁrst N -rep group starts at t[1] and
M(u)[1, n]. Every such substring s starts with 0k and ends with the kth oc-
currence of a 1 in s. So the ﬁrst k rows corresponding to this substring s,
i, i + 1, . . . , i + k − 1, in M(u) must all end with 0, while the suﬃx bits of
the following k rows in M(u) (which must exist), corresponding to s, are the
(n − 1)th elements in the rows i, i + 1, . . . , i + k − 1 in M(u). Similarly for
the next k − d rows, where d is the number of 1’s in the previous k suﬃx bits.
Therefore, there is a 1-1 correspondence between s and the Z block suﬃxes
of rows i, i + 1, . . . , i + k − 1 in M(u). Hence this must also hold for M(v).
Furthermore, since this is the case for all N -rep groups, the Z values in Zˆ(u)
and Zˆ(v) must be the same – but not necessarily their order in u and v.
Applying Step 1 of the inversion method, we ﬁrst deduce the N value of the
ﬁrst N -rep group (N ≥ 1) and subsequently ﬁnd the other N values for the
remaining N -rep groups. Hence we know the N values of Nˆ(u) along with their
repetition factor, which similarly must be the same for Nˆ(v), but as above, not
necessarily their order. It follows that we also know each of the NZ pairs (from
clockwise rotations of N suﬃxes to concatenate with Z preﬁxes) which must be
the same in both u and v – but once again, not necessarily their order. So we
proceed to show that the order of these block pairs must be the same in both
u and v.
All this implies that both u and v have the form 1max · · · 0Zr . This last Z
block suﬃx is used for starting the Last First mapping, hence the initialized
pattern p is the same in both u and v.
It also follows that since the N -rep groups are the same in both matrices,
then so to are multiples of k bordered rows preceding or following these groups.
Hence we need to show that the ordering of a bordered group starting with some
Ni, and an N -rep group also starting with Ni, is the same in both matrices.
From Step 1 of the inversion method, the entries in the array IndexRepN2
will be the same for both u and v. The Last First mapping speciﬁes a sequence
of rows visited in the matrices, where the suﬃx (0 or 1 bit) of a row is the same
in both M(u) and M(v). Hence the same sequence of N values (including split
N ’s) is determined for both u and v. Furthermore, the look-up table given by
array Z[1 . . . n] in Algorithm 6 shows that the ith N in both u and v will have
the same adjacent Z values – that is, the sequence of block pairs is the same in
u and v. 
Finally, since a similar argument holds for the primitive case, we can state:
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that u, v are B-prim words. If u = v then B-BWT(u) =
B-BWT(v).
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Table 1: Improvement gained in the number of blocks for the Rouen Transform versus the
Burrows-Wheeler Transform for all the B-words of length from 4 to 20. For instance there are
30 B-words of length 19 whose Rouen Transform has 8 blocks less than the original Burrows-
Wheeler Transform.
Number of blocks
8 6 4 2 0 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12 -14 -16 Total
4 1 2 3
5 2 3 1 6
6 3 6 9
7 7 9 1 1 18
8 13 13 3 1 30
9 2 22 19 12 1 56
10 5 35 42 12 5 99
11 14 61 76 21 12 1 1 186
12 1 29 109 115 62 14 4 1 335
13 4 59 201 219 96 30 19 1 1 630
14 9 133 341 386 182 81 23 6 1161
15 29 260 629 685 347 161 50 20 1 2182
16 74 506 1140 1141 662 300 132 19 5 1 4080
17 2 169 1019 2102 2117 1257 628 236 51 27 1 1 7710
18 7 396 1973 3854 4054 2374 1201 487 148 31 7 14532
19 30 882 3865 7195 7308 4492 2447 940 331 74 28 1 1 27594
20 105 1897 7259 13197 13507 8545 4750 1938 627 226 29 6 1 52377
Interestingly, the B-prim word 111001101000 (with repetition exponent 1)
and the B-rep word 110101100100 (with exponent 2), both have the same trans-
form, namely 000110010111. This shows the necessity of specifying the type of
B-word, the exponent, and hence the inversion method required: Algorithm 5
or Algorithm 7.
Hence like human twins, these transforms are very similar but distinct: with
repetition exponent 1 (although strictly > 1), a B-rep word would require that
Zˆ satisﬁes Lyndon properties, while Zˆ is unrestricted for B-prim words. Hence
B-prim words can be viewed as a special case of B-rep words.
6. Experimentation
We generated all the B-words of length from 4 to 20. For each of them we
computed both the Rouen (Block Order) Transform and the Burrows-Wheeler
Transform; furthermore, we computed the improvement gained in the number
of blocks for the Rouen Transform versus the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (see
Table 1). These results show that in most cases the two transforms have the
same number of blocks; however, in most of the remaining cases the Rouen
Transform generates less blocks than the Burrows-Wheeler Transform. This
means that a proper decomposition of any given binary word into B-words
could lead to a better compression with the Rouen Transform than with the
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Burrows-Wheeler Transform. These encouraging preliminary results show that
further experiments need to be done for a thorough classiﬁcation.
7. Conclusion
We have introduced a class of binary Burrows-Wheeler type transforms for bi-
nary block order - we believe this is the ﬁrst approach for transforms designed
speciﬁcally for binary inputs. We have described two types of B-words: primi-
tive B-prim words and repetition B-rep words; furthermore linear factoring of
binary strings into B-words is established.
Computing both the B-BWT transforms and inverses are shown to be linear
and bijective; the transform applies suﬃx array techniques while the inversion
is based on combinatorial analysis and indexing. In addition to the theoretical
contribution, we have demonstrated that it may be worthwhile in practice to
implement the Rouen Transform as preprocessing for compression.
An obvious quest for future research is to devise a fully bijective linear
transform for binary block order over arbitrary inputs. If the given string is
not a B-word, then it could be factored into these patterned words, however
the multi-word approach by Kuﬂeitner [Kuf09] is not readily applicable as it
requires sorting the elements of the multi-transform into lexorder in the ﬁrst
column of the matrix M . Even avoiding specifying the frequency exponent k,
when Nˆ is a repetition, with its overhead of log n, seems to be a challenge.
Our ultimate interest is to consider degrees of data clustering achievable by
diﬀerent transforms which are derived from a variety of total orders on suitable
alphabets. The integer encoding of strings xˆ gives rise to 32 orders by priori-
tizing N or Z values and using < or > for the ordering, which includes binary
type order [DD03] – as a next step we suggest investigating other new binary
transforms to be deﬁned using these orders for the BWT matrices.
In addition to thorough experimental analysis, for instance on genome-based
repetitions, we suggest comparing eﬃciencies obtained when performing a trans-
form on ASCII characters directly, or, converting ASCII characters to binary
and then performing a binary transform.
We thus propose that a valuable line of enquiry is to consider binary BWT
transforms in the context of bit-optimal compression methods: the goal of the
bit-optimal parsing problem is to minimize the length in bits of an encoded text
[Lan13].
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